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SUMMARY 

The 2020/2021 chapter year has taken place almost completely in pandemic response mode. 

Knowing that we were going to continue to deal with COVID-19 as the chapter year progressed, 

the chapter was concerned about how the change in typical practices would affect member 

engagement and the number of new members that we could bring into FPRA. Our response to 

those concerns morphed into two of our biggest strengths this year – enhancing member 

communications and engagement and growing and maintaining our membership base. Our third 

area of strength this year was in furthering the profession through community service, where we 

transformed our community service partnership model into a more successful format.  

 

Enhancing Member Communications and Engagement: As the chapter year approached, 

we realized that we were going to be in an extended pandemic response, and that this could be 

an easy time for members to drop back due to not having many in-person opportunities. To 

mitigate this, we sought to have as many opportunities as possible for members to connect, 

both formally and informally, to help maintain membership relationships.   

 

We doubled down our efforts to communicate with members. We did this through a combination 

of group emails, individual outreach and enhanced social media engagement. In addition to our 

monthly newsletter to members, the president sent a mid-month newsletter to help them stay 

apprised of events between meetings. Board members were also assigned a group of chapter 

members to check in on regularly for individual attention. With our chapter social media 

accounts, we also covered more than just monthly professional development. We recognized 

members for their birthdays, personal and professional milestones and accomplishments, too. 

The goal – membership that was relationship-based, not transactional. 

To engage socially, we held monthly virtual mixers during peak pandemic months, attracting a 

variety of members who had previously not attended in-person mixers. When pockets of lower 

pandemic risk were present, we also held a handful of outdoor in-person mixers, such as our 

well-attended Christmas mixer. Professional development events leading up to June have all 

been virtual, but we have had a large number of attendees at each one. We continued our 

tradition of holding networking leading up to the meeting, leading us to be able to mix and 

mingle with members we may not have had the chance to get to know previously. Ultimately, 

despite the relative “remoteness” of the year, our members have been more engaged.  
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Growing and Maintaining Our Membership Base: We knew that membership was going to 

be a big challenge for us coming into the year. Maintaining our current membership base was 

going to be key for our success for the year, and we were determined in our renewal efforts.  

The board split up member lists to follow up with individuals who had not yet renewed, and as 

president, I sent individual emails to members as we received their renewal. Early on, we also 

identified a prospect list and began following up with those individuals. In particular, we looked 

at organizations where we used to have active members but due to staffing changes in those 

organizations, we no longer had active members there. We successfully recruited members 

from these past organizations and delivered new members from organizations from which we 

previously did not have any. When new members joined our organization, they were quickly 

onboarded by our membership chairs and welcomed with a virtual pinning during professional 

development meetings. New members were also swiftly asked to join one of the committees 

that the chapter had. This helps drive early member engagement and connection with the 

chapter. The end result – we grew from 44 professional members and 1 student member at the 

end of the last chapter year to 49 professional members in May 2021.  

Transforming Our Community Service: Our third strength was our revamped community 

service partnership model. We began our formal partnership with the Community Foundation for 

Ocala/Marion County this year. Per our agreement, ACES members volunteer time for PR 

counseling to a non-profit that has requested assistance. In the agreement, we are not doing the 

PR work for the non-profits, but providing counseling. We are teaching them how to fish, if you 

would, rather than giving them fish. This type of community service is a change from how we 

have been approaching community service over the past few years. We had experienced some 

disappointment in recent years when the chapter had chosen a set non-profit to work with and 

then members did a lot of work for the non-profit (creating items and plans for them) and then 

the work wouldn’t be utilized. That was demoralizing for members who had worked hard to 

assist the non-profit. This new process and partnership allow us to help more agencies and will 

help them grow their own internal ability to approach PR topics (with the benefit of our years of 

experience to draw from).  

Conclusion: The Ocala Chapter has always been a strong chapter. The momentum that we 

have built this year, however, with our increased communications and engagement and number 

of new members, has helped lay the groundwork for continued success for the chapter for years 

to come.  
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ACCREDITATION 

The Ocala Chapter began its 2020-2021 chapter year with the intent to remain one of the most 

accredited and credentialed chapters in the state. To support this goal, Lauren Debick, APR, 

chaired our accreditation efforts to help members achieve both the APR and CPRC 

designations.  

 

For APR, a virtual informational session was held in October. Three members attended and a 

fourth was sent the information. One member submitted their application following that session. 

In April (APR Month), Lauren followed up with all eligible members about the APR process and  

that resulted in another member submitting their application. Additionally, APR was promoted 

regularly in the monthly chapter newsletter and an accreditation testimonial was featured 

monthly on the Ocala Chapter’s social channels. Several of the Ocala Chapter members 

participated in the virtual study sessions offered by the state association in fall 2020. 

Additionally, the accreditation chair shared pertinent renewal information with APRs throughout 

the chapter year.  

 

As of the writing of this report, panel presentations are in the process of being scheduled. There 

are several other members who are interested in obtaining their APR, but that will most likely 

occur within the next chapter year.  
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The chapter also researched and identified current APR candidates eligible for CPRC with 

emails and an invitation to a virtual information session about the CPRC process. With ever-

increasing workloads for many of our chapter’s APR and CPRC candidates, coupled with 

personal situations that complicated efforts (as well as the lingering impact of COVID-19), the 

Ocala Chapter did not meet its original goals of two new APRs and two new CPRCs by June 30, 

2020. At this time, the Ocala Chapter is setting a strong foundation for members to obtain either 

their APR or CPRC in the 2021-2022 chapter year, and we are still proud to have 16 APRs and 

10 CPRCs call the Ocala Chapter home.  

 

In the meantime (and across the year), the chapter has continued to heavily promote 

accreditation. This includes showcasing the APR and CPRC credentials as a way to stand out 

among professional peers and to demonstrate proficiency and skill in PR that will help a client 

achieve his or her needs.  

 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT                           

At the onset of the chapter year, we were deep into a large spike in COVID-19 cases. As such, 

we modified past onboarding activities. Outgoing members met one-on-one with their incoming 

replacement and went over the activities of that particular position. Some positions are more 

intensive, such as treasurer, and board members with past experience in that position helped 

the new treasurer individually while she continued to develop in the role throughout the year.  

Our chapter board retreat was held virtually, and we reviewed the proposed chapter budget, 

recent chapter survey on professional development and chapter activities, and set position 

goals and opportunities for the year. We also held an icebreaker among chapter leadership to 

help the more senior and junior board members get to know one another better.  

We set key deadlines for chapter responsibilities and developed a calendar so all would be 

aware of critical dates. The chapter president, or other board member, checks in as needed if 

we get behind schedule on any particular item.  

As we approached the latter half of the board year, Immediate Past President Katie Hunnicutt 

developed a leadership interest survey that was sent out to the chapter in early spring. We 

promoted the leadership survey on multiple occasions (individually, during board meetings and 
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in the newsletter). We received interest in leadership positions from multiple new members in 

addition to members who have participated in the past.  

We continue to direct new members to committees or other opportunities to serve as they come 

to the chapter. Most recently, when a member left the chapter area for a new position, we asked 

one of our newest members to step in and run social media for the chapter. Through engaging 

newer members immediately upon joining, we feel it helps create a connection and commitment 

to the chapter that helps cement the person’s relationship to the chapter. It also plants the seed 

for future leadership roles within the chapter. We look forward to continuing to bring more 

members into the leadership stream in the years to come.   

 

MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

Membership development has been a strong area for the chapter this year. At the end of August 

2020, we had 44 professional members and 1 student member. Going into renewals, we were 

expecting to need to be proactive in both keeping current members and in recruiting new ones. 
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By the end of the year, we met our goal of 85% membership renewal and added 11 new 

members, for a total of 49 professional members – a impressive feat for a pandemic year.  

 

The course of the year started strong when it came to recruitment. Right out of the gate, at the 

beginning of September we had our first new member join our chapter. This member had 

attended our August professional development meeting looking for ways to connect with 

professionals after losing her job in New York City due to COVID. She recently had relocated to 

Ocala where her family lived and had been job searching for months. One of our membership 

chairs met with her two weeks after our chapter meeting and within the next two weeks she 

joined the chapter and landed a job with a FPRA business owner! Got to love those 

connections! 

 

With the pandemic we weren’t quite sure how many new members we would be able to acquire 

but our membership chairs reviewed the prospect list, cleaned it up and divided and 

conquered following up with prospects to get a feel for their interest. New membership packets 

were created that included the membership application, Chapter information sheet, state 

membership benefits, a recent chapter newsletter and the FPRA brochure.  

 

An onboarding checklist was 

created as well that included: adding 

new members to the chapter 

membership directory; requesting the 

new member to fill out a new 

member profile form and submitting 

a headshot that was used in the 

newsletter and on social media; 

adding the member to our chapter 

Facebook group page; receiving a 

welcome email from the chapter 

president; conducting a new member 

orientation; welcoming the new 

member at a chapter meeting and 

pinning the member; ordering a new 
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member name badge; assigning the new member a chapter board buddy; and then adding them 

to a chapter committee. This onboarding checklist assured that all the steps in making a new 

member feel welcomed was accomplished.  

 

By the end of the December, we had one member join that replaced a previous member who 

transferred their membership over, as well as four additional members join for a total seven new 

members and several more in the prospecting funnel. Our membership chairs continued to 

follow up with new members who attended meetings to see if they were interested in 

membership or had any questions, this resulted in another new member joining in the spring.  

We had another member join after attending our local Image awards and two more members 

joined after being hired at their workplace that had strong relationships with FPRA bringing our 

total to 10 new members and one transfer membership hitting our goal set with three 

more months to go! Can you say, this chapter is on fire!  We are #transforming into 

greatness every month! The exciting part about our membership growth is of those 11 new 

members, six of them are men, which increases our chapter’s diversity.  

 

Our plan also included offering one to two 

orientation sessions and we ended up doing 

three group sessions and three individual 

one-on-one sessions. Another bonus was 

that all new members have their membership 

pins.  

 

Retention and Member Engagement 

In the fall, board members personally 

followed up with assigned group of members 

to find out if they were planning on renewing 

their membership. One of our membership 

chairs kept a monthly engagement tracker to 

see which members were getting involved 

and which ones needed follow up. Social 

media posts in September and October 
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focused on membership renewal.  The chapter president followed up with an email thank you to 

members as they renewed their membership.  

 

In December we hit an 86% retention rate 

accomplishing the goal set. Overall, we had 

five members not renew and one member 

transfer their membership to a new person.  

 

A chapter membership directory was updated 

and emailed to members starting in January and 

since then has been sent out two more times 

with additional new members included. This is a 

great resource for our members to connect with 

others.  

 

A new board buddy plan was implemented 

across the membership that included board members 

taking three to four members and communicating with them on a monthly basis. The 

membership chairs created the monthly messaging sharing it with board members to then 

personalize and send out to their membership buddies.  This board buddy plan included 

communicating to all members. 

 

One of our membership chairs called all members between February and April to check on them 

and find out if they needed anything, and if they were receiving all the FPRA communications. 

Members seemed to really appreciate their one-on-one personalized attention. We hope it will 

result in assisting with membership renewal in the upcoming year. 

 

MEMBERSHIP COMMUNICATIONS  

Staying in touch and engaged with members this chapter year was going to be crucial for the 

Ocala Chapter, and the board re-doubled its efforts to communicate with members regularly to 

ensure they felt connected and engaged to the chapter and its activities. We accomplished this 

mission by using a combination of our traditional tools (like the newsletter, website and 
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hospitality emails), amping up social media use (and celebrating members across those 

channels), holding monthly member mixers, and using personal, one-on-one engagement.  

 

We send the monthly chapter e-newsletter, Prestige, out on the 

first Friday of each month. Each issue of the newsletter features 

a core set of content, including a letter from the president, 

information about the upcoming professional development 

speaker for the month, and information about upcoming mixers, 

FPRA programs and related deadlines. Our newsletters are 

thorough and an excellent resource for members to get a quick 

understanding of what’s taking place in the chapter. For example, 

in the April newsletter, we included all of the below:  

- President’s perspective letter  

- April speaker promo – How to market to a multicultural 

society 

- Image Gala RSVP deadline reminder 

- Plug for upcoming State FPRA webinar “Surviving a 

pandemic requires more than a stash of toilet paper” 

- Promo for in-person monthly membership mixer at Bank 

Street  

- Promo for upcoming “Can you hear me now?” 

professional development seminar 

- Recognition of April as APR Month and listing of all of the 

Ocala Chapter’s APR members 

- Member spotlight on one of our new members 

- Member reflection on how COVID-19 has impacted her 

work 

- 5 takeaways feature on the top things learned from the 

last month’s professional development event 

- A list of upcoming events/deadlines for the next 6-8 

weeks and links for more information 
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Because even in the short 30-day window 

between newsletters a lot of timely information can 

need to be shared, the chapter president also 

sends a Mid-Month Quick Hits mini-newsletter 

around the 15th of each month. The Quick Hits 

focus on 3-4 items members should be aware of in 

a reader-friendly blurb style and then reinforces 

event deadlines and upcoming events bulleted 

style, with links to RSVP, participate or find more 

information.    

 

The chapter also communicates extensively on 

social media. The chapter has three social media 

platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) and 

communicates on each regularly. Topics covered 

on our social media channels include upcoming 

professional development and mixers, photos from FPRA events,  Image event promotion and 

shared items from the state FPRA board, among others.   

 

In addition to posting information and photos related to 

upcoming FPRA items, we made a focused effort to make 

our social channels more relationship focused. For us, this 

meant recognizing the professional and personal 

milestones of our members in addition to their PR ones.  

This meant recognizing a member who had recently won 

an election for a local school board seat, for example, and 

giving a shout out to another who had was recognized as 

Volunteer of the Year by a local non-profit. We also 

recognized each member’s birthdays across our social 

platforms.  

 

Our chapter also regularly utilizes a private Facebook group for members to share chapter 

updates and events, relevant news within the public relations industry, and local job  
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opportunities, just to name a few. This group is updated monthly by chapter leadership, 

removing members who have not renewed or left our chapter and adding new members or 

those who have received a transferred membership. This private group serves as another 

member benefit and is a great way for our members to connect in a more casual setting, 

compared to chapter emails and professional development meetings.  

 

To engage and communicate socially, we held monthly virtual mixers during peak pandemic 

months, attracting a variety of members who had previously not attended in-person mixers. 

When outdoor opportunities were available, we also held a handful of in-person mixers. 

Professional development events leading up to June have all been virtual, but we have had a 

large number of attendees at each one. We continued our tradition of holding networking 

leading up to the meeting, leading us to be able to mix and mingle with members we may not 

have had the chance to get to know previously. Though many of us were physically further away 

from one another than we have been used to, we have been virtually closer as a FPRA Ocala 

community than perhaps ever before as a chapter.  
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We also continued to use the rest of our traditional communications tools (website, hospitality 

emails and to keep members informed of events. We update our chapter website monthly, 

placing the latest upcoming professional development opportunity onto the site for members to 

RSVP. We also have placed our 5 takeaways recurring feature on the site each month. Our 

hospitality chair also sends 2-3 emails out per month to chapter members. These emails 

advertise the upcoming month’s professional development opportunities and directs members to 

how they can RSVP to attend. The hospitality chair also sends the Zoom links to all who have 

RSVP’d so that they can attend.  

 

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS  

As part of our normal promotional efforts, the 

Ocala chapter sends a media release on 

every upcoming monthly professional 

development event, any special programs 

(e.g. Image or a professional development 

seminar) and on other special events, 

including installation of officers and the 

announcing of winners from the Mid-Florida 

Regional Image Awards. From August to April 

2021, these efforts led to 11 earned media 

placements. One placement in particular led 

to extensive coverage by local news outlet the 

Ocala Gazette of our Image and Communicator of the Year Gala. 

 

The Communicator of the Year portion of our combined Image and Communicator of the Year 

Gala is also a way that share the story of the FPRA and the profession with others in the 

community. When we held the event this year, for example, we shared the background of the 

FPRA organization and all 40 years of its history in Ocala. The event is attended by a mix of 

communications professionals and non-communications community leaders. Their exposure to 

FPRA’s story and background has led to a new appreciation and understanding of FPRA’s 

mission and impact of FPRA members’ work in the community. Several winners of the  

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/www.ocalagazette.com/florida-public-relations-association-image-awards/__;!!B6dj6w!po5kqfsmWA0pnPbz1pQKPTlHzHdfvUFwq-SVIwa0J0jAxT6ShLrNQQ8wJtg7n_Y7p2xceQ$
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   Communicator of the Year awards have 

been outside agencies and/or non-

members, and this has led to continued 

support by those non-members of our 

agency. For example, one past COTY 

winner continues to partner with FPRA-

Ocala each year to develop a theme 

logo for the new president and 

contributes graphic design work as an in-

kind donation to support our annual 

Image competition.  

 

One additional way that our outreach 

has shared the story of FPRA is through 

our community service partnership with 

the Community Foundation of 

Ocala/Marion County. The foundation 

regularly promotes the opportunity to 

receive PR and communications counseling 

from senior FPRA Ocala members. This directly showcases FPRA Ocala as an organization 

filled with PR and communications experts, and highlights our expertise as being worth 

consulting. We work with up to three organizations at any one time, and we have had all three of 

those slots filled since the inception of our partnership.  

 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

The Ocala Chapter stayed in virtual mode for its professional development opportunities from 

the start of the chapter year through the end of May. While many yearned for in-person 

opportunities, we took advantage of this time to be able to draw in speakers from locations 

across the country. These are speakers who would not have been available to present to us if 

required to present in-person. Highlights from the chapter year included: 

https://www.ocalafoundation.org/quarterly-newsletter-april-2021/
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- Lisa O’Keefe, former Vice President of Partner Solutions and Media Sales at Viacom. 

She presented “How MTV and Nickolodeon networks connect brands to millennials, Gen 

Y and Gen Z.” She is based in NYC.  

- Justin Brennan, Director of Impact Partnerships at 

Participant Media. He presented on “Using storytelling 

and partnerships to change the world.” He is also 

NYC-based.  

- Charlotte Bireley, Director of Tourism and Marketing 

for Visit St. Lucie County. She presented “Marketing 

during a global pandemic,” a case study on how her 

regional tourism agency drew tourists to the area 

during COVID.  

 

The local talent for professional development is also 

tremendous, and the Ocala chapter tapped into Marion-based 

powerhouses to provide programming on needed topics. This 

local talent included: 

- Heather Danenhower, APR, CPRC, last year’s Dick 

Pope Grand All Image Award winner, presented a case study leading up to our regional 

Image competition on “How Duke Energy used research to develop an award-winning 

stakeholder engagement plan.” 

- Lauren Debick, APR, gave us all the professional pep talk we needed after a year of 

dealing with COVID when she presented “Love Yourself. Love your life. Love your 

career.”  

 

Online toolkit seminar  

Once again, the Ocala Chapter decided to partner with a statewide organization to bring some 

incredible professional development to public relations professionals. In an effort to promote 

FPRA outside our normal communication circles, the Ocala Chapter partnered with the 

Association of Florida Colleges’ Communications and Marketing Commission to host a virtual 

professional development seminar.  
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Both organizations typically host a seminar or conference that targets their own individual 

groups, and by combining efforts we could bring additional communications and marketing 

professionals from around the state who work for the state college system together and 

reinforce the FPRA brand. This was an opportunity for FPRA to increase membership 

throughout the state and promote chapter and association benefits to state college employees 

who are in the area of communications and are not members of FPRA. 

 

The seminar (Can You Hear Me Now?) included six speakers on six different days for two 

weeks covering the following topics: Accessibility on social media; Mirage of multi-tasking; 

multigenerational communications; information literacy and skepticism in the digital age; fueling 

communications and creativity; and diversity and inclusion: the evolution of our language.  

Speakers ranged from regional speakers to state college representatives. Printed postcard 

invitations were sent out to more than 400 individuals as well as several e-blasts about the 

event were sent to area FPRA chapters and AFC members.  

 

Six sponsors for a total of $1,375 were secured and 40 participants registered. The majority 

represented FPRA with three individuals who were nonmembers of each. Chapter members 

included Gainesville, Northwest Florida and Ocala chapters.  AFC members coming were from 

as far as the St. Petersburg, Indian River and Fort Myers. The chapter created revenue of 

approximately $1,600 to allocate back into member services. The final line up of speakers can 

be found here. 

 

 

https://www.fpraocala.org/professional-development/professional-development-seminar/
https://www.fpraocala.org/professional-development/professional-development-seminar/
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

The Ocala chapter has handled the possible financial challenges of the year well. We developed 

an austere budget initially to ensure financial stability, knowing that 1) attendance may vary 

substantially from past in-person events, 2) it was unknown how long we would be hosting 

events virtually (as opposed to in-person), and 3) we needed to pay for a re-haul of our chapter 

website this chapter year. We examined both large and small costs to identify if certain items 

were necessary and if there may be a lower cost replacement.  

 

To ensure that the funds that we were counting on to carry the budget were sustained, we 

continued our past practice of offering annual pre-paid and quarterly pre-paid attendance for 

professional development events. By paying for professional development up-front for the year 

or quarter, we have found that it ensures that we have a base revenue stream that we can count 

on. It also helps provide cushion in our budget as people who pre-pay do not always attend 

events, which would incur costs for the chapter. This then allows for monthly professional 

development events to be more profitable than they otherwise would be if members only paid at 

the door or upon attending virtually.  

Importantly, we had also continued to charge for our professional development events across 

the past chapter year, even though they were virtual. At the beginning of the chapter year, we 

did adjust the pricing of the virtual professional development events, however, to $10 to attend. 

We also did not take for granted renewals and the associated funds that those bring. We were 

very proactive in member renewals, following up with those who hadn’t renewed yet, thanking 

those who had renewed, and providing one-on-one follow-up with every single member so that 

we could ensure financial stability for the chapter.  

To make money, we offered an updated media directory for the Marion and Citrus County 

communities. We made $225 from the sale of our media directory as of the end of May.  

The chapter also once again held a virtual multi-day seminar in partnership with the Association 

of Florida Colleges. Being a virtual event, overhead was substantially low, and the chapter 

made approximately $1,600.  

On Aug. 1, 2020, the chapter’s account balance was $11,510.59. As of May 28, 2021, our 

account balance was $15,279.91.  

http://www.fpraocala.org/professional-development/purchase-a-media-directory/
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COMMUNITY SERVICE 

Many of the Ocala Chapters members currently work or have worked for government agencies 

and non-profits. As such, there has always been a strong desire among the Ocala chapter’s 

membership to use their talents to benefit the local community. This year brought a change to 

the chapter’s long-standing approach to community service, however, that is more sustainable 

and delivers a bigger return on investment for members and the community.  

 

The Ocala Chapter began its formal partnership with the Community Foundation of 

Ocala/Marion County this year. Per our agreement, ACES members volunteer time for PR 

counseling to a non-profit that has requested assistance – up to three non-profits can receive 

counseling at a time. To date, FPRA Ocala has helped a total of four non-profits:  

− Sheltering Hands: A cat rescue agency that seeks to improve the lives of cats through 

humane care, spay/neuter, adoptions, education and support services 

− VOCAL (Voices of Change Animal League): An animal welfare agency that seeks to 

reduce euthanasia and help pets find homes and stay there  

− Estella Byrd Whitman Wellness and Community Resource Center: A medical and dental 

clinic for the underserved Northwest Ocala community  

− xtreme SOULutions: A men’s re-entry program that helps former inmates re-enter 

society successfully  

To participate, a non-profit completes an intake form that details ongoing communications and 

PR efforts, as well as their overall structure and operations. They also provide specifics on as to 

what they need assistance with from a PR standpoint so they can be matched with an 

appropriate member.  

Per our agreement with the foundation, we are not doing the PR work for the non-profits, but 

providing PR and communications counseling. The counseling can go for as long as the two 

parties desire, and as a counselor, the ACES member assisting the non-profit can ask for the 

non-profit to show progress at different checkpoints to ensure the relationship remains forward-

moving. The intent of the partnership is to teach them how to fish, if you will, so that they can 

sustain their non-profit over the long-term, rather than giving them a fish, which would feed their 

PR needs for the short term.   

https://www.ocalafoundation.org/quarterly-newsletter-april-2021/
https://www.ocalafoundation.org/quarterly-newsletter-april-2021/
https://www.shelteringhands.org/
https://vocalforpets.org/
https://estellawellness.com/
https://xtremesoulutions.org/
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This type of community service model is a change from how we have approached community 

service over the past few years. We had experienced some disappointment in recent years 

when the chapter had chosen a set non-profit to work with and then members did a lot of work 

for the non-profit (creating items and plans for them) and then the work wouldn’t be utilized. The 

non-utilization of the work was demoralizing for members who had worked hard to assist the 

non-profit. This new process and partnership, however, allow for the Ocala Chapter to help 

more local agencies and also helps them grow their own internal ability to approach PR topics 

(with the benefit of our years of experience to draw from). 

 

A FINAL NOTE  

Leading up to this chapter year, I had tentatively planned different ways that I wanted to adjust 

programming, engage with members, and adapt FPRA Ocala’s processes as president to help 

transform them and make them more sustainable. Then, COVID-19 hit. As we all dealt with the 

murkiness and lack of clarity as far as how and when things would get better, the Ocala Chapter 

adapted admirably and showed marked resilience in finding ways to carry its traditional 

programming and services into a primarily online format. The chapter found new and better 

ways to communicate with its members. Chapter leaders engaged directly with members more 

than they ever have in recent memory. Ultimately, chapter leaders found a way for the chapter 

to not just survive but to THRIVE in the non-normal times. The momentum that the chapter has 

gained over the past year places the Ocala Chapter in a great position to grow even further in 

the community. FPRA Ocala is positioned stronger and better for the year ahead than it was 

pre-COVID-19, which is no small feat.  

 

Thank you for your time in reviewing our chapter report and for your dedicated leadership to 

helping FPRA #transform to its best version yet!  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Christy Jergens, APR  

2020-2021 FPRA Ocala Chapter President  


